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Abstract 

In this paper, we present 0(1) time algorithms to determine the area and the 

perimeter of each component of an n叩 image. This problem has not been solved in 

0(1) time before, even in the idealistic CRCW PRAM model. For large-sized problems, 

it is desirable to have fast hardware solutions. Our algorithms are based on the prl。但s

sor arrays with a reconfigurablebus system (abbreviated as PARBS) that consists of a 

processor array and a reconfigurable bus system. In order to solve this problem 叫th

constant time complexity, we frrst propose the ∞n臼pt of iterative-PARBS [1呵， which is 

similar to the FOR-loop construct in sequential programming languages. The iterative

P ARBS is a building block in which the processing data can be routed through itse!f 

several times. We can think of it as a "hardware subroutine". Based on this novel 

scheme, we are able to explore constant-time paral1el algorithms on PARBS. The fol

lowing new results are derived in this study: 

(1) The area of each component of an n叫 image with p ∞mponents can be computed 

in O( 1) time on a P ARBS with O(p叫 2 -+t: ) processors for any fixed E- > O. 

(3) The perimeter of each component of an n*n image with p components can be com

puted in 0(1) time on a PARBS withO( m缸{n，p}*n 2 -+t:) pro臼ssors for any fixed 

ε>0. 

Keywords: area and perimeter of image components, computation model, image proc臼sing，

parallel proc臼sinι reconfi伊rable bω system. 
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I.Introduction 

The processor array with a reconfigurable bus ~)'Stem (abbreviated to PARBS) ∞n

sists of a VLSI aηay of processors connected to a reconfigurable bus system which can 

be used to dynamicaIly obtain various interconnection patterns between the processors. 

The PARBS has received much attention recent1y [10]. Polymorphic-torus network [8] 

[呵， reconfigurable mesh [3] [1呵， and bus automaton [17] [18] are three examples. 

Many researchers use the P ARBS modeIs to implement parallel algorithms because 

of its great flexibility in the configurations of reconfigurable bus system [10]. For exam

ple, on an one-dimensional (abbreviated to 1-D) PARBS, MiI1er et al. [1 5] have de

signed an 0(1) time algorithm for computing the logicaI OR of n boolean values. Wang 

[1月 have also soIved many problems on an l-D PARBS, such as computing the 10gicaI 

AND of n boolean values, finding the active processor with minimal index, computing 

the 2's complement of an n-bit integer, adding two n-bit integers, comparing the values 

of two n-bit integers. The re∞nfigurable mesh [15] [16] and the polymorphic-torus net

work [2] [8] [9] [1 4] belong to the family of the two-dimensional ( abbreviated to 2-D) 

PARBS with four-neighbor connections. In [11] , we have presented an 0 (1) time 2-D 

P ARBS algorithm to solve the minimum coloring problem defined on a set of intervals, 

which is aIso called the channel assignment problem. Mi lIer et al. [15] have shown that 

many problems involving simulations, graphs and images can be efficient1y soIved on a 2-

D PARBS wíth four-neighbor connections. In [月， Chen et aI. have illustrated a matrÏx 

multiplication algorithm on a 2-D PARBS with four-neighbor connections. The boolean 

operations algorithms, the ma缸ximu凹r虹叫r

a剖tion algorithm presented in [9] are also applied on a 2-D P ARBS w吶it曲h four-neighbor 
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connections. In [呵， Elgindy and Wegrowicz have presented an O(log2n) time algorithm 

for finding the k-th smallest element in a set of n items on an n 1/2 *n 1/2 reconfigurable 

mesh. In [司， Jeng and Sahni have shown that the p angle Hough transform of an n.n 

image can be computed in O( p log(Njp) ) time by an n*n reconfigurable mesh. 

In 凹， Champion and Rothstein use a three-dimensional (abbreviated to 3-D) 

PARBS with six-neighbor connections to find the longest common subsequence of two 

strings in 0(1) time. In [1月， we have presented constant-time algorithms to compute 

the Hough transform on a 3-D P ARBS. In [1司， we have shown that the all-pairs short-

est paths and the minimum spanning tree problems can be solved in O(log n) time on a 

3-D PARBS with 0(n 3-tf:) pro∞ssors for any fIxedε>0. The k-dimensional (abbre件

ated to k-D) bus automaton described by Rothstein [1 71 [18] belongs to the family of 

the k-D P ARBS. The P ARBS can be superior to PRAM model for some computations. 

For example, Furst et al. [4] have shown that the exclusíve OR function of n boolean 

values can not be computed in 0(1) time on a PRAM ( parallel random access ma-

chine ) using polynomial number of processors. Nevertheless, the exclusive OR function 

can be computed in 0(1) time on the 2-D PARBS with n 2 pro臼ssors [1月.

In this paper, we deal with the computation for the area and the perimeter of the 

components of an n.n image. The area of a component is the number of pixels in it 

and the perimeter is the number of pixels on the component ∞ntoUf. This problem can 

be solved in O(n) time on hypercube computers by performing a sort [η. On an ex

tremely powerful computation model, the CRCW PRAM, this problem can be tackled 

in O(log n) time [7]. By using a divide-and-conquer approach, Jenq and Sahni have 

shown that the area and the perimeter of each component of an n*n image can be de

termined on PARBS in O(log n) time on a PARBS with 0(n 2) processors [7]. In this 

paper, we propose 0(1) time algorithms to solve this problem on PARBS based on the 
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construct of iter現i呃-PARBS [13). 四lÌs problem has not been solved in 0(1) time be

fore, even on the idealistic CRCW PRAM model. For large-sized problems, it is desir

able to have fast hardware solutions. The Íterative-PARBS is a building block in which 

the processing data can be routed through it several times. We can think it as a 

"hardware subroutine". From this construct, we are able to show that the area of each 

component of an n*n image with p components can be computed in 0(1) time on a 

P ARBS with O(p刊 2地) pro<泛ssors for any "fixed"ε> 0, the perimeter of each ∞mpo

nent of an n*n image with p ∞mponents can be computed in 0(1) time on a PARBS 

with O( m缸{n，p}*n 2地 ) processors for any "fixed"ε>0. 

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the computation model of 

P ARBS is described. In Section III, we first show that summing up a binary sequence, 

Xo , Xlo ..., X n_! , can be performed in 0(1) time on an n*n!/2 PARBS, where n is a 

squ訂e number. Then we introduce the concept of iterative-PARBS which is similar to 

the FOR- loop construct in sequential programming languages. We then show that the 

sum of n bits can be computed in 0(1) time on a PARBS with O(n!地) processors for 

any "fixed"ε> O. In Section IV, we propose a P ARBS with O(p*n 2他) processors to 

determine the area of each component of an n*n image with p components in 0(1) 

time for any "fixed"ε> O. Section V shows that the perimeter of each ∞mponent of an 

恥n image with p components can be computed in 0(1) time on a PARBS with 0 

(m扭扭，p} * n 2 +é; ) processors for any "fixed"ε>0. 

[1. The computation model of P ARBS 

A 2-D n*m PARBS with four-neighbor connections and with a wrapped-around 
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connection on each row and each column consists of an n*m array of processors ∞n-

nected to a grid-shaped reconfigurable bus system, where each prα::essor has four local

ly controllable bus switches, as shown in Fig.l.四也 network is also named as the poly

morphic-torus network [2] [8] [9] [14]. Within each processor, four ports r , 1 + ，旦， and 

K + are provided for dynamically adjusting the local connections. In one unit of time 

each processor can perform basic arithmetic/logic operations on its own data，臼n ∞n

nect or disconnect its local connections among the port 1. , the port 1 + , the port K\or 

the port K + , and can send (broadcast) or receive a piece of data from the port r , the 

port 1 + , the port K. , or the po口 K+ ﹒ We assume that all pro臼ssors execute the same 

instruction at any time, i.e. the SIMD (single instruction stream, multiple data streams) 

models. 

2 

Li O 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Fig.1 A 9叮 PARBS with a wrapped-around connection on each row and each column 

Note that by setting the local connections properly, processors that are attached to 
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the same sub-bus can communicate with one another by broadcasting values on the 

common sub-bus. If several processors are attempting simultaneously to broadcast a 

value on the same sub-bus, a broadcast collision occurs. In this paper, we assume that 

only one pro自鈞。r is allowed to broadcast on the same sub-bus. Any port 叫thin a pro

自ssor 臼n be connected or disconnected to any other port. If the number of ports with-

in processor P i is 丸， then the total number of possible local connection patterns within 

P i is 2 ti(ti-1)/2 

III. Summing a binary sequence and the concept of it

erative-P ARBS 

In this section, we show the sum of n bits can be computed in 0(1) time on a 

P ARBS with O(n 1ft: ) processors for any "fixed" E > 0 [1月. We first show that summing 

up a binary sequence, XO , Xl , ..., Xn-1, can be performed in 0(1) time on an n*n 1/2 

PARBS, where n is a square number. The PARBS is four-neighbor connected and with 

a wrapped-around connection on each row and each column, i.e. an n*n 1/2polymor_ 

phictorus network [8] [9]. Fig.l shows such a array for n 9. Each pr。但ssor is identi-

fied by a unique index ( i, k ). There are four ports, denoted by 1\I\K- , and K+ , 

built within each processor. 

Theorem 1 [1 月:百le sum of a binary sequence XO , Xj, ...,x n-r. can be computed in 

0(1) time on an n*n 1/2 PARBS with four-neighbor connections and with a wrapped-

around connection on each row and each column. Initially, Xj is stored in processor Pj,o, 

o ~三 i 泛 n- 1. The computed value is stored in processor P 0.0 . 

Proof: We prove this theorem by presenting an 0(1) algorithm. The summing algorithm 

consists of the following steps. ( We explain the algorithm by summing up the bìnary 
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sequence 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1. ) 

Step 0: Initially, Xj is stored in processor P仙。逗 i 石心1. (See Fig. 2(a).) 

Step 1: Each processor P i,k> 1 ζ i ζ n-1 , 。 主三 k 三三 n 1/2 -1 , establishes the local connection 

{K -, K +} to form vertically circular buses. Then, each processor P i.O , 1ζi 逗 n-

1, broadcasts Xi through port K +. (See Fig. 2(b).) 

Step 2: Each processor P i,k , 1 三三 i 三三 n-1 , 0 ~三 k~三 n 1/2 -1 , establishes the local connection 

{I\1 +} if Xj (received from port K in Step 1) is 0, and the local connections 

{I\K + }, {I", K -} otherwise. Then, the pro∞ssor P n-1,O broadcasts a signal "1" 

through port K + if Xn-1 = 1 and through port 1" if Xn_1 =O.(See Fig. 2(c).) 

Step 3: Each processor P i刀， 1 乏 iζn孔， sets y i as 1 if the signal received from port K 

in Step 2 is "1", and as 0 otherwise. (See Fig.2(d).) 

Step 4: Each processor P O，b 。逗 k ~三 n 1/2 -1 , establishes the local connection {K司， K+ 

} to form a vertically circular bus. Then the processor PO，~1 that received the 

signal "1" from port 1 + in Step 2 broadcasts the value k 1 through port K-. Af

terwards, processor Pωreceives the value k 1 from port K\(Seè Fig. 2(e).) 

Step 5: Each processor P加 1 乏 1 ~三叫，。三三 k ~三 n 1/2 -1 , establishes the local connection 

{K\K +} to form vertically circular buses. Then, each processor P仙 1ζiζn-

1, broadcasts y j through port K +. (See Fig. 2(f).) 

Step 6: Each processor P j,b 1 ~ i 三三 n-1, 。 主三 k 乏 n 1/2 -1 , establishes the local connection 

{I\1 +} if Y i (received from port K - in Step 5) is 0, and the local connections 

{I\K + }, {I\K -} otherwise. Then, the pro臼ssor P n-1,O broadcasts a signal "1" 

through port K + if Y n-1 = 1 and through port 1 - if y n-1 = O. (See Fig. 2(g).) 

Step 7: Each processor P 日，k>。石 k 逗 n 1/2 -1 , establishes the local connection {K\K+ 

} to form a vertically circular bus. Then the pro臼ssor Po句 that received the 
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signal "1" from port 1 + in Step 6 broadcasts the value k 2 through po民 K-. Af

terwards, processor P 0,0 receives the value k 2 台om port K+ . (See Fig. 2(h).) 

Step 8: Processor Po,o computes the sum as XO+kl +k2*nlf2. (See Fig. 2(i).) 

a.ED. 
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Li 
(g) After Step 6 

Li 

OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO 

(h) After Step 7, k2 = 2 

OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO OOG 

KL 

(i) After Step 8, sum = Xo +k 1 +k 2 叩 1/2 = 1 +0+2*3=7 
Fìg.2 Summìng up the bìna叩 sequence 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1. 

Clearly, the overall time complexity is 0(1). The ∞rrectness of the algorithm is as-

sured by the fact that in Step 2, processor P伽 o ~三 i ~三 n-2， wiIl receive the signal "1" 

from port 1+ if and only if k=(Xi+l +Xi+2 +...+X n.l) mod n 1/2
• Furthermore, in Step 3, yl 
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+Y2+...+Yn-1 =(X1 +X2 +...+xn-d div n 1/2. In Step 4, k 1 (X1 +X2+...+Xn_1) mod n
1
/
2
. 

Thus in Step 7, k 2 = (x 1 +X2 + ... +X n_1) div n 1/2. 

In the above, we have shown that summing up a binary sequence, Xo , X1 ,…, Xn_1 , can 

be performed in 0(1) time on an n叩 1/2 PARBS, where n is a square number. Since 

the PARBS is iteratively performed twice to derive the values k 1 and k 2 by using the 

wrapped-around connection on each column, we called this construct the "iterative

PARBS". From the architectural point of view, the con臼pt of iterative-P ARBS is simi

lar to the FOR-loop construct in sequential programming languages. The iterative-

PARBS itself can be thought as a "hardware subroutine". As will be described in the 

following, this kind of building block is very useful to develop time-efficient algorithms 

on PARBS. 

Indeed, if n is a t-th power number, Ï.e. n 1/1 is an integer, then it is possible to ∞m

pute the sum of n bits in 0(1) time on an n*n 1/1 PARBS for any "flxed" t>O. In this 

situation, the iterative-P ARBS is performed t times to derive the values 丸 ， k z， ..., and 

k, by using the wrapped-around connections on each row and each column, where k 1 

(X 1 +X2+.汁X n-1 ) mod n叭

+...+X n_1) div n2/1) mod n 叭，...， km =((X1+X2+...+XnJ diV IIOn-1)/t)mod nl/\..., k , 

((X1+X2+...+XnJ div n(L1)/t)mod rl叭 At last, processor P 0.0 臼n compute the sum as 

XO+k1+k戶n 1/1 +k戶n 2/1 + ... + k, * n (1-1)/1. This last transformation step can be done by 

using the Horner's rule [5]. Note that the binary sequen臼 summation algorithm pre-

sented in this section can be easily extended to the 臼se of n is not a t-th power num

ber. Therefore, we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 2: The sum of a binary sequence Xo X 1 …，x仟1 ， can be computed in 0 (1) time 

on an n*nE PARBS with four-neighbor ∞nnections and 明th a wrapped﹒缸ound ∞心

nection on each row and each column for any "fixed"ε>0. Initially, Xj is stored in 
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processor P i月， 。 石 i 三三 n-1. The computed value is stored in processor P 0,0 . 

As a comparison, the authors of [20] have also suggested that the problem of sum

ming n bits can be transformed into another problem to reduce the size of the P ARBS 

according to the Chinese remainder theorem [5] , If qo，恥，…， q 叫 are mutually prime 

positive integers, then the sum of Xo , X1 , .." Xn_l can be uniquely determined if the t 

moduli (xo +Xl +...+X n_1 ) mod 旬， (xo +x 1 +...+Xn_1 ) mod qb ..., and (xo +Xl +,,, +X n-l 

) mod qt-l are computed. The transformation from the t moduli into the value Xo +x 1 

+ _.. +X n_l needs to perform the Euclid algorithm [5]_ By using this approach, the resulting 

network uses O(n 1叫t) processors and has 0(1) time complexity. From the architecture 

and algorithm point of view，。盯 approach is simpler and more regu1訂. Most important

ly, our approach can be used in Section IV to derive constant-time algorithms for the 

area and perimeter of image components. 

IV. Constant-time algorithm for the area of image 

components 

In this section, a 3-D PARBS with 0(p*n 2地 ) processors is proposed to compute the 

area of each component of an n*n image with p components in 0(1) time for any 

"fixed"ε>0_ An n叫 binary image will be denoted by a matrix M[O..n-l , O__n-l] which 

is labeled by its component number. Specifically, each entry M[x,y] gives the component 

to which this pixel belongs 証 1 ~三 M[x，y] ~三 p. If M[x,y] 0, then it is a background pix

el. 

In Section III, we have suαessfully used the iterative-PARBS to implement the bina-

ry sequence summation algorithm. In this section, we will use the iterative-PARBS in 
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the algorithm for the area of each component of an n.n image with p ∞mponents. The 

proposed 3-D P ARBS consists of p 2-D n 2 .nE.; polymorphic-torus networks [8] [9] 

whlJse bottom processors are connected into a 2-D p*n 2 polymorphic-torus network, as 

depicted in Fig.3 for n = 2, P = 3, and ε= 1/2. Each processor is identified by a unique 

index (i, j, k). 甘lere are six ports, denoted by 1 -, 1 + , J -, J \K\and K +, built within 

each bottom processor. 

1ζJ 

Fig.3 A 3-D 4*3*2 PARBS 

Initially, this image matrix M is stored in processor P帥， 0 逗 i ~三 n 2 -1 , in row major 

order. In other words, M[x,y] is stored in P x.n 句，0，0'

Theorem 3: The area of each ∞mponent of an n.n image with p components can 

be computed in 0(1) time on a 3-D n 2 .p.nιPARBS， which consists of p n 2 .nE.; 

polymorphic-torus networks [8] [9] 叫th four-neighbor connections and with a wrapped-

around connection on each row and each column for any "fixed"ε> O. The bottom 

processors are connected into a 2-D p刊 2 polymorphic-torus network with six-neighbor 
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connections and with a wrapped-around connection on each row and each column. Ini

tially, M[x,y] is stored in P x.n+y仰， 0"三 x "三 n-l ， 0 "三 y';::; n-l, i.e. in row m吋or order.四le

areas of each component are stored in processor Pi,o,o, i 0, 1, ..., n 2_1 , in row major 

order. 

Proof: We prove this theorem by presenting an 0(1) algorithm. The algorithm consists 

of the following steps. (We explain the algorithm by dealing with the image matrix of 

Fig.4(a) in which n = 3, P = 4.) 

Step 0: Initially, M[x,y] is stored in P x.川帥， 0ζxζn-l， O 支 yζn-1. (See Fig. 4(b).) 

Step 1: Each processor P ij,O, 0 "三 i 逗 n 2 -1 ， 0"三 j 三三 p-l, establishes the local connection 

{J", J +} to form buses in j-direction. Then, each pro臼ssor P i,O,O, 0 "三 i 三 n 2 -1 , 

broadcasts its M value V i = M[i div n, i mod n] through port J + to pro臼ssors P 

叭，。還 j 豆 p- 1. (See Fig.4(c).) 

Step 2: Each processor Pω ， 0 逗 i 逗 n 2 -1 , 0 逗 j 逗 p-l ， sets b ij as 1 if the data item re

ceived in Step 1 is equal to G + 1), and as 0 otherwise. (See Fig. 4(d).) 

Step 3: Compute Sj = (b Oj + b 1j + ... + b n2..1j ) in p缸allel for each 0ζj 還 p- 1. By 

Theorem 2, this step can be completed in 0(1) time on an n 2.nE PARBS with 

four-neighbor connections and with a wrapped-around connection on each i

direction and each k-direction for any "fIxed"ε> O. After this step, s j is kept in 

processor P Oj,O for 0 ζj 泛 p-1. (See Fig. 4(e).) 

Step 4: Each processor P ij且， 0"三 iζn 2 -1 , 0 乏 j "三 p-l ， establishes the local connection 

{r , r} to form buses in i-direction. Then, each processor POj,o, 0 乏 j "三 p-l ，

broadcasts its s j value through po此 1 + to processors P圳，。 ζi "三 n 2 -1. (See Fig. 

4(f).) 

Step 5: Each processor P圳， 0 逗 i "三 n 2 _1 ， 0 逗 j 還 p-l ， establishes the local connection 

{J\J + } to form buses in j-direction. Then, each processor P i，阱， O 《 iζn2.1， 0
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三三 j 主三 p-1, broadcasts its s j value through port J" to processor P i月，0 if b ij = 1. 

(See Fig. 4(g).) 

Step 6: Each processor P ì帥， 0::三 i ::三 n 2 -1, receives the data item from port J +. (See 

Fig.4(h).) a.E. D. 

y 

L; x 

2 

(a) M[x,y] (b) After Step 0 

( c) After Step 1 (d) After Step 2 

(e) After Step 3 (f) After Step 4 

自
(g) After Step 5 (h) After Step 6 

Fig.4 Computing the area of each component of an 3*3 image with 4 components. 
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v. Constant-time algorithm for the perimeter of image 
components 

In this section, we will show that the perimeter of each component of an n*n image 

with p components can be computed in 0(1) time on a 3-D PARBS with O(max{n,p}* 

n 2té ) processors for any "fixed"ε> O. The perimeter of the ∞mponen臼 of an image is 

the number of pixels on the component contour. A pixel q at coordinate 缸， y) has four 

horizontal and vertical neighbors whose coordinates are given by (x+ 1, y), (於1 ， y)，祉，

y+ 1), (x, y-1). 訕訕 set of pixels is called the 4-neighbors of q. The 8-neighbors of q is 

the set of the pixels (x+1 , y+1), (x+1 , y-1), (x司 1 ， y+1), (x-1 , y-1) together with the 4-

neighbors defined above. A pixel q is called a boundary pixel 証 ith品 different ∞mpo

nent number with any of its neighbor pixels (In this paper, we assume the 8-neighbors 

case). The perimeter of the ∞mponents can be derived by preprlα:essing the image ma

trix M so that M[x,y] is set to be 0 証 the pixel at coordinate (x, y) is not a boundary 

pixel. This preprocessing requires each pixel to comp訂e its ∞mponent number with its 

neighbor pixels. Following the prepro臼ssing， the perimeter and the 缸'ea of the ∞mpo

nents of an image are the same. 

Theorem 4: The perimeter of each component of an n*n image with p components 

can be computed in 0(1) time on a 3-D n 2 *m缸旬，n}*nC PARBS, which consists of 

m血旬，n} n 2 叫ιpolymo中hic-torus networks [8] [9] with four-neighbor connections and 

with a wrapped-缸ound connection on each row and each column for any "ftxed"ε>0. 

The bottom pr。但ssors are connected into a 2-D m缸旬，n} * n 2 polymorphic-torus net

work with six-neighbor connections and with a wrapped-around connection on each row 

and each column. Initially, M[x,y] is stored in P x.n+y,O,O, 0 ::::三 X ::::三 n-1 ， 0::::三 y:::::; n- l, i.e. in 
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row major order. The perimeters of each ∞mponent are stored in processor P帥 i = 0 , 

1, ..., n 2 -1 , in row major order. 

Proof: We prove this theorem by presenting an 0(1) algorithm. The algorithm consists 

of the following steps. 

Step 0: Initially, M[x,y] is stored in P x.n+y，O月， 0 ::三 X 主主 n-1 , 0 主三 y 主三 n-1. 

Step 1: Each pro臼ssor Pij,o, 0 ::三 i ζ n 2 -1 , 。 三三 j 三三 n-1 , establishes the local connection 

{I\r} if j = (i mod 2n), establishes the local connections {r , 1 +}, {r , J +} if 

j < (i mod 2n) < n, establishes the local connection {r , r} if (j + n) (i mod 

2n), establishes the local connection {r , J +} if (j + n) < (i mod 2n), establishes 

the local connection {I', 1 +} if (j + n) > (i mod 2n). Then, each processor P i,O,O, 

Oζiζn 2 -1 , (i mod 2n) < n, broadcasts its M value V i through port r . And 

then each processor P i,O,O, 0 ::三 i ::三 n 2 -1 , (i mod 2n) 主 n， receives a data item 

NORTH i from port J: Now, under the same configuration, each processor Piιω帆州'ρ凡肺0吼ω，0

0 哇ζ三 i 主ζ三 n 2 _1 , (i mod 2n吋1均) 三注主 n凡， broadcasts its M value V i through por此t1+. And 

then each processor P i帥， 0 美 i 逗 n 2 _1 ， (i mod 2n) < n, receives a data item 

SOUTH i from port J \ 

Step 2: Each processor P ij ，O ，。 ζiζn 2 -1，。泛 j 三 n-1 ， establishes the local connection 

{I\r} if (j +n)=(i mod 2n), establishes the local connections {I', I+} , {r , r 
} if (j +n) < (i mod 2n), establishes the local connection {r , r} if j (i mod 

2n), establishes the local connection {r , J +} if j < (i mod 2n) < n, establishes 

the local connection {I\1 +} if j > (i mod 2n). Then, each processor P 圳， 0::三 i

ζn 2 _1 ， (i mod 2n) 法 n， broadcasts its M value V i through port J +. And then 

each processor P 帥， 0 ζiζn 2 -1 , (i mod 2n) < n , receives a data item 

NORTH i from port J: Now, under the same configuration, each processor Pi，日，0 , 

0::三三 n 2 _1 ， (i mod 2n) < n, broadcasts its M value V i through port J \And 
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then each processor P i ，O，日， O~三 i ~三 n 2 -1 , (i mod 2n) ~ n, re臼ives a data item 

SOUτ'H i from port J +. 

Step 3: Each processor P i帥， O~三 i ~三 n 2 _1 ， checks whether the pixel Vi is a boundary 

pixelor not. This can be done by first receiving the values Vi+ t. NORTHi+ t. 

SOUTHi+ t. Vi.! , NORTHi.t. SOUTH i.! from its two neighbor processors Pi+!，O月

and P帥，0 if it exists. Then check if V i is the same as all of the following values 

NORTH i+! , Vi+! , SOUTHi+ t. SOUTH i, SOUTHi.l1 Vi.l> NORTH i.!. 

Step 4: Each processor P i帥， 0 乏 i ~三 n 2 _1 ， sets Vi as 0 芷江 is not a boundary pixel. 

Step 5: Now follow the Steps 1 to 6 of Theorem 3 to ∞mpute the perimeter of each 

component. 

a.E. D. 
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面積及周長的常數時間演算法

林 JII頁吞

國立台灣師範大學資訊教育研究所

摘要

在本論文中，我們提出 0(1)時間的演算法，以求出一 n*n 影像每一個

元件的面積及周長。此問題以前從沒有在 0(1)時間內被解決過，即使是在

極理想的 CRCW PRAM 計算模型上。就大型的問題而言，我們需要快速的

硬體方素。我們的演算法乃使用可重組態匯流排系統之處理器陣列(簡稱

PARBS) ，它含有一處理器陣列以及一可重組態匯流排系統。為了能以常

數時間之複雜度解決此問題，我們先利用 iterative - P ARBS 的設計觀念(13)

，類似循序程式語言中的 FOR 迴圈，使處理中的資料能夠迴繞數次(固定

次數) ，我們可將之視為一種硬體的副程式。根據這種特別的架構，我們

得以在 PARBS 上發展出常數時間的平行演算法。以下是我們所得到的新

結果:

(1)一具有 p個元件之 n*n 影像每一個元件的面積，可在一含有 0(p*n 2 -+ê )個

處理器之 PARBS 土，以 0(1)時間求出，此處 ε>0 。

(2)一具有 p個元件之 n*n 影像每一個元件的周長，可在一含有 O(max徊，p}.n

2 -+ê )個處理器之 PARBS 上，以 0(1)時間求出，此處 ε>0 。

關鍵詞:影偉先件面積及周長，計算模型，影像處理，平行處理，可重組態匯流排系

統。


